Benefits of Keyword-Based Data Reduction
CASE STUDY
Keyword-based data reduction is often maligned as being imprecise and ineffective. But with experts at
the helm who know how to construct keyword search that can achieve simultaneously high recall and
precision (finding what’s needed without over-inclusion), data volume can be significantly reduced and the
refined dataset can be searched to more readily find the documents that matter most. H5 offers its clients
such expertise. The case studies below are just a few examples of how H5 has helped clients reduce cost
and risk using keyword-based data reduction.

Case Study 1
 Matter Type: SEC Investigation of Possible Federal Securities Violations
 Collected Data Volume: 900,000 documents
 Volume after H5’s Keyword Reduction: 22,847 (97% volume reduction)

Upshot: From the review population, H5 also identified a subset of documents as potentially privileged to help
prioritize counsel’s second-pass and privilege review. Counsel reviewed the 22,847 documents over the course
of three weeks, resulting in the production of 16,125 documents, approximately 70% of the review set.
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 Matter Type: Internal Investigation
 Collected Data Volume: 600,000 documents
 Volume after H5’s Keyword Reduction: 27,900 (a 95% reduction)
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About
H5
 Collected Data Volume: 600,000 documents

H5 helps corporate counsel and law firms find key documents in litigation and investigations. Whether documents
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Visit us at www.h5.com.
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